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Company Presentation
Our Founder

**Mission:** „We drive digitalization and innovation for the entire life cycle of the AEC industry!“

**Vision:** Innovation driver and digital backbone of the AEC industry with strong global brands and customer proximity.

**Responsibility:** Prof. Nemetschek establishes the Nemetschek charitable foundation, supporting projects in the areas of education, science and research, arts and culture, the environment, international understanding and social projects.

Prof. Georg Nemetschek  
Founder and Member of the Supervisory Board of Nemetschek SE
The Philosophy of Nemetschek

We are a Group of industry leaders with a unique DNA and expertise in the AEC* industry.

All of our strong brands share the same mission:

“We are open and declare our support of Open BIM, a standard that allows maximum flexibility and a seamless collaboration of all the parties involved in the construction process so that quality is enhanced in construction in compliance with time and cost schedules.”

* Architecture, Engineering, Construction
History: 50 Years of Innovation and Success

1963
Georg Nemetschek, a certified engineer, founds the "engineering firm for the construction industry"

1980
Nemetschek presents the first computer-aided engineering software (CAE)

1983
Internationalization begins in Austria and Switzerland

1984
The first CAD solution ALLPLAN 1.0 appears on the market

1999
Numerous acquisitions: Frilo, Glaser, Bausoftware, Crem

2000
Acquisition: Vectorworks. Group headquarters move to new premises at the Munich Fair

2006
Graphisoft and Scia become subsidiaries of the Nemetschek Group

2008
Founding of Allplan GmbH (formerly Nemetschek Allplan Systems GmbH)

2013
Acquisition: Data Design System

2016
Acquisitions: Solibri and Design Data. Conversion of Nemetschek AG into a SE.

2017
Acquisition: dRofus

1968
The first use of computers in the construction industry

1997
Nemetschek presents the database-driven platform O.P.E.N. – known today as BIM*

2005
Founding of Precast Software Engineering (formerly Nemetschek Engineering)

2014
Acquisition: Bluebeam Software. Investment in the start-up Sablono GmbH

INTERNATIONALIZATION

INTERNATIONALIZATION

INNOVATION DRIVER

SPIRIT OF INVENTION

* Building Information Modeling
Die Marken der NEMETSCHEK Group
Executive Board

“Passionate people will turn the impossible into reality“
Viktor Várkonyi
Executive Board of Nemetschek SE and CEO of Graphisoft SE

“Efficiency and effectiveness is an organizational mindset.“
Patrik Heider
Spokesman of the Executive Board and CFOO of Nemetschek SE

“Commitment to great employees will produce great products.“
Sean Flaherty
CSO of Nemetschek SE
Our Employees

The unique success and continued growth of the Nemetschek Group are attributable particularly to highly motivated, passionate and experienced employees.

Globally about 2,000 colleagues in the segments Design, Build, Manage and Media & Entertainment develop highly sophisticated software solutions for the AEC and media industry.
Global Player in more than 60 Locations and Users in 142 Countries

**WESTERN AND SOUTHERN EUROPE**
- Austria
- Belgium
- France
- Great Britain
- Germany
- Italy
- Netherlands
- Spain
- Switzerland

**AMERICAS**
- Brazil
- Canada
- Mexico
- USA

**NORTHERN AND EASTERN EUROPE**
- Czech Republic
- Finland
- Hungary
- Norway
- Russia
- Slovakia
- Sweden

**ASIA**
- China
- Japan
- Singapore

**OCEANIA**
- Australia

**Geographical Breakdown**
- Europe: 32%
  - Europe w/o Germany: 9%
  - Germany: 32%
- Americas: 27%
- Asia/Pacific: 9%

Nemetschek at a Glance

Facts and figures

- > 50 years of innovation, founded in 1963 and headquartered in Munich, Germany
- Open BIM pioneer and 5D provider with software solutions for the AEC* and media industry
- 14 strong brands
- 337.3 mEUR sales revenues (2016)
- 2.3 million users in 142 countries
- About 2,000 employees worldwide
- 60 locations in more than 40 countries
- IPO 1999, listed in the TecDax
- 2.0 billion EUR market capitalization

* Architecture, Engineering, Construction
Contact
Nemetschek SE
Konrad- Zuse- Platz 1
81829 Munich
Germany
contact@nemetschek.com
www.nemetschek.com

Disclaimer
This presentation was created by the Nemetschek SE and is for information purposes only. All information contained in the presentation has been carefully compiled and checked to the best of our knowledge and belief. Responsibility for the topicality, correctness, completeness or quality of the information will not be accepted. The presentation is only for internal use by the recipient. Distribution, citation and reproduction - even in part - for the purpose of disclosure to third parties is only allowed with the express prior consent of Nemetschek SE.